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1 Introduction
Consider two-dimensional quantum eld theory dened by the action
A =
Z  
1
8
gab (@a'; @b') +
(r; ')
4
R+
nX
r=1
e(ar;')
!
p
g d2z; (1.1)
where ' = ('1; : : : ; 'n) is the n component bosonic eld, g and R are the metric and the
scalar curvature on a closed surface and (r;a1; : : : ; an) is a given set of vectors. We may ask
the following question: under what conditions on the set (r;a1; : : : ; an) the theory dened
by the action (1.1) has an extended high-spin conformal symmetry (or W -symmetry)?
There is a well known example of the theory with such a property. It is associated
with the root system of the simple Lie algebra g of rank n. In this case, the vectors ar
are proportional to the simple roots of g: ar = br, and r = b + b
 1_ where  and
_ are the Weyl vector and the dual Weyl vector correspondingly. The parameter b is
an arbitrary parameter which plays the role of the coupling constant. The corresponding
quantum theory, known as the conformal g-Toda eld theory, possesses extended conformal
symmetry generated by the W (g) algebra with the central charge c = n+ 12(r; r). The full
W (g) algebra contains n independent holomorphic elds with spins equal to the exponents
of g. The explicit representation of these elds for An, Bn and Dn series can be found
in [1]. For n = 1 the theory (1.1) coincides with the celebrated Liouville eld theory which
plays an important role in quantization of non-critical bosonic string [2].
It is interesting that there are other W -symmetric theories of Toda type (1.1) which
correspond to Lie superalgebras. There are two well known examples: in rank n = 2 sine-
Liouville theory [3], and in rank n = 3 Fateev conformal three-eld model [4]. Both theories
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are known to be related to the superalgebras sl(2j1) and D(2j1;) respectively [5, 6]. But
unlike the bosonic case the relation is not so obvious. In particular, it is not true that the
vectors ar are proportional to the simple roots of the corresponding superalgebra. There
are also other examples related to superalgebras: the series of theories which corresponds
to the superalgebra sl(nj1) [6] and the series of Toda type theories introduced by Fateev [7].
Motivated by the examples listed above it is interesting to nd other W -symmetric
Toda eld theories. The necessary condition for the theory (1.1) to have a non-trivial high-
spin conformal symmetry can be formulated as an existence of local chiral elds Ws(z) of
spin s > 2 whose modes commute with all the exponential screening operators
Sr def=
I
e(ar;'(z))dz; r = 1; : : : ; n; (1.2)
i.e. the W algebra is dened as a commutant of a given set of screening operators [8{10].
It is clear that for a generic set of screening operators the commutant is trivial. As we will
see below, even the existence of one current of spin greater than 2 is already too restrictive.
As an example we consider the simplest case: rst nontrivial current has spin s = 3. We
nd that up to exceptional cases, which we call exotic, the corresponding chiral algebra
coincides with the algebra W (sl(mjm0)) recently introduced in [11].
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we derive equations satised by the
screening operators which commute with the current of spin 3. In section 3 we describe the
class of regular solutions which corresponds to the W (sl(mjm0)) algebras. In section 4 we
discuss the transformation called the ip, which serves as an isomorphism between dierent
regular solutions. In 5 we give some remarks as well as interesting problems which deserve
further studies. In appendices we provide technical details.
2 W algebra with nontrivial current of spin 3
Let us formulate the problem in a more precise way. Let '(z) = ('1(z); : : : ; 'n(z)) be the
n-component holomorphic bosonic eld normalized as
'i(z)'j(z
0) =  ij log(z   z0) + : : : at z ! z0: (2.1)
Suppose that we xed the set of vectors (a1; : : : ; an), in general complex, which form
a basis and require that there exists a non-trivial W -algebra which commutes with the
corresponding set of screening charges (1.2). By denition it means that there are currents
Ws(z) of integer spins s belonging to some set such thatI
Cz
e(ar;'())Ws(z)d = 0; (2.2)
where Cz is the contour encircling the point z. The condition (2.2) should be valid for all
r = 1; : : : ; n and for all s from the set. Moreover, it is natural to assume that the operators
Ws(z) are descendants of the identity operator, i.e. that Ws(z) are dierential polynomials
of @'(z) of degree s.
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Below we will study the condition (2.2) for s = 2 and s = 3. First, we introduce
convenient notations. Let  rs be the (non-degenerate) Gram matrix
 rs
def
= (ar;as); (2.3)
and a^1; : : : a^n be the set of vectors orthonormal to a1; : : : an: (ar; a^s) = rs. For convenience
we also denote
(ar;ar) = r: (2.4)
We assume that there exists a current of spin two | the stress-energy tensor W2(z) =
T (z), which satises (2.2). We take it in the form1
T (z) =  1
2
(@'(z); @'(z)) + (r; @2'(z)): (2.5)
Any exponential eld V = e
(;') (here  = (1; : : : ; n)) is a primary eld with respect
to the stress-energy tensor (2.5) with the conformal dimension () = (; 2r   )=2. It
means that it has the operator product expansion
T (z)V(z
0) =
()V(z
0)
(z   z0)2 +
@V(z
0)
z   z0 + : : : ; (2.6)
where : : : stands for regular terms. One can easily see that the condition (2.2) is satised
if and only if () = 1. So we must have
(ar) = 1; for all r = 1; : : : ; n: (2.7)
Equations (2.7) can be considered as a set of conditions on the vector r. Solving them we
nd that
r =
nX
r=1

1 +
r
2

a^r: (2.8)
We see that for any non-degenerate system of vectors ar there exist a current of spin two.
Further, let us assume that there exists a nontrivial current W3(z) of spin 3. In its
most general form it is
W3(z) = Cijk@'i@'j@'k +Kij@
2'i@'j + j@
3'j ; (2.9)
where Cijk, Kij and j are unknown tensors (Cijk is a totally symmetric tensor). We note
that this current is dened up to the transformation
W3(z)!W3(z) + u @T (z); (2.10)
which can be used, for example, to make the tensor Kij traceless. Consider the operator
product expansion of the eld W3(z) with the exponential eld V(z
0)
W (z)V(z
0) =
w()V(z
0)
(z   z0)3 +

j()@'j(z)

V(z
0)
(z   z0)2 +

ij()@'i(z)@'j(z) + j()@
2'j(z)

V(z
0)
(z   z0) + : : : ;
(2.11)
1Here and below we assume that all densities are Wick ordered.
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where
w() =  Cijkijk  Kijij   2ii; i() = 3Cijkjk +Kjij ;
ij() =  3Cijkk; i() =  Kijj :
(2.12)
We must solve the commutativity equation
[S;W3(z)] def=
I
Cz
V()W3(z)d = 0; (2.13)
which is equivalent to the condition that the pole in the operator product expansion of
V(z
0) with W3(z) vanishes. From (2.11) we have
W3(z)V(z
0) =   +

~ij()@'i(z)@'j(z) + ~j()@
2'j(z)

V(z)
(z   z0) + : : : ; at z
0 ! z;
(2.14)
where
~ij() = ij() 1
2
(i()j + j()i)+
w()
2
ij ; ~i() = i()+
w()
2
i: (2.15)
So, both tensors ~ij() and ~j() must vanish.
In our case equations (2.15) must hold for all the vectors ar: r = 1; : : : ; n. It leads to
the system
ij(ar)+
1
2
(ik(ar)(ar)j(ar)k+jk(ar)(ar)i(ar)k)
 1
2
(Kki(ar)j(ar)k+Kkj(ar)i(ar)k)+
wr
2
(ar)i(ar)j = 0
(2.16)
and
Kij(ar)j =
wr
2
(ar)i; (2.17)
where wr
def
= w(ar). The second equation (2.17) can be easily solved
Kij =
1
2
nX
r=1
wr(ar)i(a^r)j : (2.18)
The rst equation (2.16) can be multiplied by (as)i(at)j and summed over the indexes i
and j. As a result we got
Crst +
 rt
2
Crrs +
 rs
2
Crrt    rs rt
12
(2wr   ws   wt) = 0; (2.19)
where
Crst
def
= Cijk(ar)i(as)j(at)k:
After simple algebra one reduces the equations (2.19) to the more convenient form
Crrr (1 + r) = 0; (2.20)
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and2
Crst =
 rs rt
6(r + 2)
h
(2wr   ws   wt) + 6Crrr
i
: (2.21)
We see that the solution essentially depends on whether r =  1 or not. We shall
distinguish these situations and call the vector ar with (ar;ar) = r =  1 the \fermionic
root" as opposite to the \bosonic root" with r 6=  1. It will be convenient to represent
them graphically as:
– bosonic root: Θ 6= −1 – fermionic root: Θ = −1
Once the rst equation (2.20) is resolved we should impose the condition that Crst is a
totally symmetric tensor. The symmetry s $ t is obvious from (2.21), so we have to
demand
Urst
def
= Crst   Csrt = 0: (2.22)
Evidently, equation (2.22) is satised identically when r = s = t. Then, there are 2 inde-
pendent two-point equations: Urss = Usrr = 0 with r 6= s and 2 independent three-point
equations: Urst = Urts = 0 with r 6= s 6= t. Moreover we have the set of conditions (2.20).
Altogether we have an overdetermined system which has a solution only if the Gram matrix
 rs obeys some special properties.
Before going further let us mention an important property of the equations (2.20){
(2.21). Namely, we note that (2.20){(2.21) enjoy the symmetry (keeping Cijk, Kij and j
unchanged)
ar ! a_r def=
2
r
ar; (2.23)
applied to any bosonic root. It means that the corresponding W -algebra will be the same.
So the bosonic roots ar and a
_
r always appear in pairs. This is not the case for the
fermionic root.
Solving (2.22) is a straightforward exercise.3 The non-reducible solution exists only if
the Gram matrix is tridiagonal. Analyzing the two-point equations one can show that the
Gram matrix must be built from one of the six elementary two-point blocks:
(
2κ −κ
−κ 2κ
)
1
(
2κ−1 −1
−1 2κ
)
2
(
2κ −κ
−κ −1
)
3
(
2κ−1 −1
−1 −1
)
4
(
−1 −κ
−κ −1
)
5
(
−1 −1
−1 −1
)
6
(2.24)
where we present the Dynkin diagrams as well as the corresponding contributions to the
Gram matrix. The parameter { in (2.24) is an arbitrary parameter which is not xed by
the two-point equations. In order to glue the blocks (2.24) into the total Gram matrix
one must impose also the three-point equations Urst = Urts = 0. In particular, they will
2Here and below we assume that r 6=  2. One can show that the solution in this case can be obtained
as the limit r !  2.
3We will give the details in the purely bosonic case in the appendix A and discuss the generic case in
the appendix B.
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relate parameters { for dierent blocks. In principle, any combination of solid and dashed
lines is possible. However, using the symmetry transformation (2.23) one can change the
total Dynkin diagram. For example, it relates the rst and the second elementary blocks
from (2.24), as well as the third and the fourth. Below in section 3 we will consider in details
the Dynkin diagrams which consist only of solid lines (up to the transformation (2.23)),
which we call regular diagrams. The others, which can not be reduced by means of the
transformation (2.23) to this form, i.e. contain at least one dashed line, will be called exotic
diagrams. We will consider the corresponding conformal algebras elsewhere.
3 Regular diagrams: W (sl(mjm0)) algebras
Now we describe in details the solution in the case of regular graph. It consists of any
combination of bosonic and fermionic roots glued by the solid lines (i.e. the Gram matrix
is a tridiagonal matrix built from the two-point blocks 1, 3 and 5 from (2.24) only). The
bosonic root contributes to the Gram matrix as
 b =
0B@: : :  { 0 { 2{  {
0  { : : :
1CA ; (3.1)
while any fermionic as
 f =
0B@ : : :  {1 0 {1  1  {2
0  {2 : : :
1CA ; with {1 + {2 =  1 : (3.2)
It is clear that the Gram matrix built of elementary blocks (3.1) and (3.2) contains only
one free parameter. The parameters wr and Crrr are explicitly given by
 r;r+1 (wr   wr+1) = !; Crrr =  1
6

1
 r;r+1
  1
 r;r 1

!; (3.3)
and ! is an arbitrary nonzero constant. We note that Crrr is automatically zero for any
bosonic root as it should be. Moreover the solution is unchanged under simultaneous shift
!r ! !r + . This transformation is equivalent to the gauge symmetry (2.10).
If there are only bosonic roots the Gram matrix is
 rs =
0BBBBBBB@
2{  { 0 : : : : : : : 0
 { 2{  { : : : : : : : 0
0  { : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  { 0
0 : : : : : : :  { 2{  {
0 : : : : : : : 0  { 2{
1CCCCCCCA
; (3.4)
It means that the vectors ar have the form ar = br, where b =
p
{ and r are the simple
roots of sl(n + 1). The corresponding QFT (1.1) is exactly the sl(n + 1) conformal Toda
eld theory mentioned in the introduction.
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If one includes the fermionic roots as well, the corresponding W algebra would cor-
respond to the superalgebra sl(mjm0) with some m, m0: m + m0 = n + 1. In order to
describe this correspondence more precisely it is important to note that there is a sym-
metry which acts on the space of Gram matrices dened above (built from elementary
blocks (3.1) and (3.2)). It serves as an isomorphism between W algebras corresponding to
dierent Gram matrices. The isomorphisms between dierent realizations are provided by
the transformation which we call the \ip". It acts on a root system as follows
ar
ip  !  ar; ar1 ip  ! ar1 + ar; as ip  ! as if s 6= r; r  1: (3.5)
One can easily see that the \ip" transformation applied to the bosonic root does not
change the Gram matrix and hence the isomorphism between the two W algebras is tau-
tological. Conversely the \ip" applied to the fermionic root gives dierent Gram matrix,
but belonging to the same class: built of bosonic and fermionic blocks (3.1){(3.2) only.
In this case the \ip" sends the fermionic root ar to the fermionic root  ar, but changes
the \statistics" of the neighboring roots ar1 ! ar1 + ar: it sends a bosonic root to
a fermionic one and vise versa. In the section 4 we will give convincing arguments that
this transformation provides an isomorphism between W algebras in dierent realizations.
Here we emphasize that using the \ip" transformation one can always transform the Gram
matrix with k > 0 fermionic roots to the Gram matrix with just one fermionic root:
 rs =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
2{1  {1 0 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
 {1 2{1  {1 0 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
0  {1 . . . . . . . . . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : :
. . .
. . . 2{1  {1 0 : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : 0  {1  1  {2 0 : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : 0  {2 2{2 . . . . . . : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
. . .
. . .
. . .  {2 0
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 0  {2 2{2  {2
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 0  {2 2{2
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
9>>>=>>>;m  1
9>>>=>>>;m
0   1
(3.6)
with {1 +{2 =  1 and for some m;m0 > 0. The matrix (3.6) consists of two blocks of size
m  1 and m0   1 = n m of sl(n) type (3.4) glued by the fermionic root. It corresponds
to the graph
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
′ − 1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m− 1
We note that the matrix (3.6) coincides with the \dressed" Cartan matrix for sl(mjm0) Lie
superalgebra [6]. According to [11] the theory dened by the Gram matrix (3.6) corresponds
to the W (sl(mjm0)) algebra. It has the central charge c(m;m0) given by
c(n;m) =
n(n2 1)
{1
+
m(m2 1)
{2
+(n m) (n m)2 1({1 {2)
2
+
1
2
 
3(n m)2 1(n+m) 1;
(3.7)
with {1 + {2 =  1.
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4 The \ip" fransformation: fermionic reection
In this section we give the arguments that the \ip" transformation (3.5) introduced in
the previous section provides an isomorphism between dierent W -algebras.
Consider the theory dened by the action (1.1). For simplicity we consider the geom-
etry of the two-sphere. Using the well known trick [12] one can show that the N -point
correlation function
hV1(1; 1) : : : VN (N ; N )i; where V = e(;'); (4.1)
being considered as a function of the total charge  = 1 +   +N has multiple poles at
the values
+
nX
j=1
mjaj = 2r; (4.2)
where mj 's are some non-negative integer numbers. The multiple residues at these poles
are proportional to the free-eld correlation functions
ReshV1(1;1):::VN (N ;N )i

+
P
mjaj=2r
 hV1(1;1):::VN (N ;N )
nY
j=1
(Sj)mj
mjmj !
iFF;
(4.3)
where Sj =
R
e(aj ;'(;
))d2.
Now, let us assume that the system (a1; : : : ; an) obeys the rules described in the
section 3: the Gram matrix is a tridiagonal matrix built of the elementary blocks (3.1), (3.2)
and the vector r is given by (2.8). Suppose that one of the roots is fermionic: say ar with
(ar;ar) =  1. Let us pick the contribution of this root to the integral in the r.h.s. of (4.3).
Schematically it has the form
Z
Dmr(x)
mrY
i=1
N+mr 1+mr+1Y
j=1
jxi   tj j2pj d2~xmr ; (4.4)
where
Dn(x) =
Y
i<j
jxi   xj j2; d2~xn = 1
nn!
nY
j=1
d2xj :
The set (t1; t2; : : : ; ) in (4.4) encodes the coordinates of all the elds which interact with the
eld Sr and (p1; p2; : : : ) the corresponding exponents. We note that it follows from (2.8)
and (4.2) that the exponents obey the condition
N+mr 1+mr+1X
j=1
pj =  mr   1; (4.5)
which guaranties the absence of the singularity at the innity. One can show that the
integral (4.4) converges in some domain of the parameters. There is the well known identity
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for this type of integrals (see for example [13])Z
Dn(x)
nY
i=1
n+m+2Y
j=1
jxi   tj j2pj d2~xn =
n+m+2Y
j=1
(1 + pj)
Y
i<j
jti   tj j2+2pi+2pj

Z
Dm(y)
mY
i=1
n+m+2Y
j=1
jyi   tj j 2 2pj d2~ym; (4.6)
provided that
P
pj =  n  1 and
(x) =
 (x)
 (1  x) :
Applying the identity (4.6) to the free-eld correlation function (4.3) we nd that
hV1(1;1):::VN (N ;N )
nY
j=1
(Sj)mj
mjmj !
iFF =
NY
j=1
N  jhV~1(1;1):::V~N (N ;N ) nY
j=1

~Sj
 ~mj
 ~mj ~mj !
iFF;
(4.7)
whereN  j are certain normalization factors, ~k = k+ar and ~Sj = R e(~aj ;'(;))d2 with
~ar =  ar; ~ar1 = ar1 + ar; ~aj = aj if j 6= r; r  1: (4.8)
The parameters mj are all unchanged except mr: mr ! ~mr with
~mr = N +mr 1 +mr 1  mr   2: (4.9)
We note that (4.8) is exactly the \ip" transformation (3.5). Equation (4.7) should be
understood as a map between the two free-eld correlation functions. It is natural to assume
that this relation holds not only for the residues (4.3), but also for the total correlation
functions. In this case we have an exact correspondence between the two conformal eld
theories. In particular, it implies that the corresponding conformal algebras are isomorphic.
Let us stress that in discussions above (4.7) we implicitly assumed that all the charges
j are generic. In particular, we assumed that
(j ;ar) 6= 0 for all j: (4.10)
If one of the inequalities (4.10) is violated we must use the integral identity (4.6) with
additional care. Indeed, in this case one of the parameters pj = 0, so the corresponding
coordinate does not enter in the l.h.s. of the relation (4.6). In the r.h.s. one has an inde-
terminate form 0  1 with 0 coming from (1 + pj) and 1 coming from the divergent
integral. This indeterminate form can be easily resolved with the expected result: the
coordinate tj simply disappears from (4.6). We note that similar problem exists for any
integer value of the scalar product (j ;ar) as well as (ar1;ar). So these values must be
avoided if possible.
Here we come to an important observation. Let us assume that one of the neighboring
roots is bosonic, say ar+1: r+1 6=  1. As we know bosonic roots always come in pairs:
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ar+1 and a
_
r+1 =
2
r+1
ar+1, so that (ar+1;ar) =  r+1=2 and (a_r+1;ar) =  1. If we take
the root a_r+1 in (4.3) instead of ar+1 we will meet exactly the situation described above:
there will be integer exponents
pj =  (ar;a_r+1) = 1; (4.11)
in the l.h.s. of (4.6) and hence we have an indeterminate form. Carefully treating with
this singularity we come to the interesting conclusion that the dual screening operatorH
exp((a_r+1; '(z)))dz maps to the screening operator dressed by a dierential polynomial
of degree 1. Namely, I
e(a
_
r+1;'(z))dz
ipr !
I
(ar; @'(z))e
(a_r+1;'(z))dz: (4.12)
We note that the operator
H
e(ar+1;'(z))dz still maps to the exponential operatorI
e(ar+1;'(z))dz
ipr !
I
e(ar+1+ar;'(z))dz: (4.13)
This phenomenon, the appearance of the screening elds dressed by a polyno-
mial (4.12), is a special property of systems involving fermionic screenings. It holds for
all theories, not necessarily with tridiagonal Gram matrices. It can be formulated as fol-
lows. Suppose that we have a W algebra which commutes with two interacting fermionic
screening operators
S1 =
I
e(a1;')dz; S2 =
I
e(a2;')dz with (a1;a1) = (a2;a2) =  1 and (a1;a2) 6= 0;
(4.14)
then it also commutes with the dressed screening eld
S12 =
I
(a1; @')e
(b12;')dz; where b12 =
2
(a1 + a2)2
(a1 + a2): (4.15)
We note that the integrand in (4.15) is dened up to the total derivative. Adding the total
derivative is equivalent to the shift a1 ! a1 +a2. However the choice of the vector a1 (or
a2) in the pre exponent in (4.15) is distinguishable. Namely the eld V12 = (a1; @')e(b12;')
behaves as an exponential operator
V12(z)V12(z0) = (z   z0) (b12;b12) : V12(z)V12(z0) : : (4.16)
5 Concluding remarks
In these notes we studied W -algebras commuting with the set of exponential screening
operators. We found that if the W -algebra has a non-trivial current of spin 3 the Gram
matrix of screening charges must be a tridiagonal matrix built of elementary blocks (2.24).
In the special case which we call regular the corresponding algebra coincides with the
algebra W (sl(njm)) recently introduced by Bershtein, Feigin and Merzon in [11]. Here we
formulate important conclusions.
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1. As we mentioned in the introduction one can study the same problem as we have
studied here, but assuming that the rst nontrivial current Ws has spin s > 3. We
studied the next case: s = 4. The details of our analysis will be presented elsewhere.
Here we formulate the result. Similar to s = 3 case there are two types of roots:
bosonic and fermionic ones. In the purely bosonic case one nds that the vectors
ar must be proportional to the simple roots of either A, B, C or D-series. If one
includes the fermionic roots as well there will be more solutions. For example, there
is a series of solutions for any n  3 which consists only on fermionic roots. Their
Gram matrix corresponds to the following graph
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n− 3
κ
κ
−1− 2κ
−1− κ κ
(5.1)
Here an edge with the label { on it corresponds to the matrix 
 1  {
 {  1
!
:
The conformal eld theory associated with the graph (5.1) has the central charge
c(n) =
n(x  n+ 2)(2x  n+ 1)
2x(x+ 1)
; where x =
(
{ for n 2 2Z+ 1
 1  { for n 2 2Z :
(5.2)
The corresponding conformal algebra is generated by the stress-energy tensor and
the spin 4 eld. The theory dened by the graph (5.1) for n = 3 corresponds to the
special case of the Fateev conformal three-eld model [4]. We believe that the CFT
with the central charge (5.2) is a natural generalization of the model [4] for n > 3, but
unlike the model [4] it has only one free parameter. We believe that the conformal
model (5.1) as well as its integrable deformation deserves further studies. We return
to it in next publication.
One can go further and study W -algebras whose rst non-trivial current has
spin 5. In this case one nds that there is a new type of fermionic roots (or better
to say parafermionic roots). They have special quantized lengths
 =  3 and  =  2
3
: (5.3)
Increasing the spin of the rst non-trivial current one will nd more roots of special
length. We found that for any odd spin new roots of quantized length appear. It
makes the classication problem more involved.
2. There is another well known way of constructing W algebras. Namely, through the
Goddart-Kent-Olive coset construction [14]. It is well known that W (sl(n)) algebra
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corresponds to the diagonal coset
W (sl(n)) 
bsl(n)k  bsl(n)1bsl(n)k+1 : (5.4)
One can expect that the general W (sl(njm)) algebra also admits similar representa-
tion. The explicit expression for the central charge (3.7) suggests that there are at
least two other cases in which this relation might hold:
W (sl(njn)) 
bsl(n)k  bsl(n) 1bsl(n)k 1 ; W (sl(njn  1)) 
bsl(n)kbsl(n  1)k  bu(1) : (5.5)
It would be interesting to prove relations (5.5) starting form the GKO construction
and also to nd the coset representation for the general W (sl(njm)) theory.
We note that the formula for the central charge (5.2) for the theory (5.1) suggests
that it also might admit the coset representation
bso(n+ 1)kbso(n)k ; where k = x  n+ 2: (5.6)
3. There is a part of the symmetry generated by the W (sl(njm)) algebra which survives
an integrable perturbation. One can see it as follows. By denition, the algebra
W (sl(njm)) is a commutant of a set of exponential screening elds
Sr def=
I
e(ar;'(z))dz; r = 1; : : : ; n+m  1; (5.7)
with the Gram matrix  rs = (ar;as) given by (3.6). One can check that there is
another eld e(a0;'(z)) with a0 =  
P
r ar such thatI
Cz
e(a0;'())W3(z)d = @V (z); (5.8)
for some V (z). It implies that the eld S0 =
H
e(a0;'(z))dz commutes with the zero
mode of the current W3(z). This fact provides a strong evidence that in the universal
enveloping of the W (sl(njm)) algebra there are innitely many local Integrals of
Motion Ik : k = 1; 2 : : : , rst two of them being
I1 =
1
2
Z
T (z)dz; I2 =
1
2
Z
W3(z)dz; (5.9)
which satisfy the distinguishable property that they commute with the eld S0. It
can be argued that Ik mutually commute and hence share the same spectrum. It is
interesting to consider the diagonalization problem for the system of IM's Ik. It was
considered in [15] for Virasoro algebra (W (sl(2))) and in [16] for W (sl(n)) algebra,
where the system of Bethe anzatz equations for the spectrum was found. We studied
the general case and found that the same equations as in [16] work for the generic
W (sl(njm)) case with mild modication. The results will be published elsewhere.
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4. In section 4 we found that if the W algebra commutes with two fermionic screen-
ing operators (4.14) with non-trivial scalar product then it also commutes with the
dressed operator (4.15). It is clear that (4.15) is a chiral part of the eld of the form
V =
Z
(a; @')(a; @')e(b;')d2z: (5.10)
Taking the eld (5.10) as a perturbation will change the kinetic term in the action
and clearly corresponds to the sigma-model type theory. This phenomenon, the
appearance of dressed screening operators, leads to the interesting duality between
two conformal models. One is the Toda type theory (1.1) and another is the sigma-
model. To illustrate it, consider for example the W algebra dened by two fermionic
screenings which corresponds to W (sl(2j1)) algebra.4 We have two vectors a1 and a2
such that (a1;a1) = (a2;a2) =  1 and (a1;a2) 6= 0. It is convenient to choose the
coordinates such that
a1 = (ia; b); a2 = ( ia; b) with a2   b2 = 1: (5.11)
This system of screening operators corresponds to the sine-Liouville theory (here
' = (;))
ASL =
Z 
1
8
gij

@i@j+ @i@j

+ eb cos(a) +
b 1
8
R
p
g d2z: (5.12)
On the other hand the same algebra commutes with the dressed screening eld (4.15).
Taking this eld as a perturbation one arrives to the sigma-model action
ASM =
Z 
1
8
gij@i'
@j'
G(') +
1
4
RD(')
p
g d2z; (5.13)
where the metric G(') and the Dilaton eld D(') have the form
G(') =
 
1  a2e 1b iabe 1b
iabe
1
b
 1 + b2e
1
b

!
; D(') =
1
2b
: (5.14)
One can easily show that in the semiclassical limit b ! 1 this metric is equivalent
to the cigar metric [17], i.e. we arrive to the duality between the sine-Liouville theory
and the cigar CFT known also as Fateev-Zamolodchikov-Zamolodchikov duality [3].
It would be interesting to nd similar relations for other theories described in this
paper.
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A Solution of (2.22) in the bosonic case
In this appendix we consider in details solution of (2.22) in the case of all bosonic roots:
r 6=  1 for all r = 1; : : : ; n. In this case Crrr = 0. First, let us consider the case where
the indexes r, s and t in (2.22) take only two values (say 1 and 2). There are only two
independent equations in this case U122 = 0 and U211 = 0. Explicitly they read
 121
1 + 2
(w1   w2) =  2( 12)
2
2 + 2
(w1   w2);
 122
2 + 2
(w1   w2) =  2( 12)
2
1 + 2
(w1   w2):
(A.1)
There are four solutions to (A.1)
1. w1 = w2 and arbitrary  12, 1 and 2,
2.  12 = 0 and arbitrary 1, 2, w1 and w2,
3.  12 6= 0, w1 6= w2 and 2 = 1,  12 =  12 ,
4.  12 6= 0, w1 6= w2 and 2 = 41 ,  12 =  1.
We note that the cases 3 and 4 are related by the transformation (2.23) and hence the
solutions of the type 4 might be droped. Below we will show that the solutions of the
type 1 lead to the degenerate Gram matrices and hence should be dropped as well. The
remaining cases 2 and 3 can be represented graphically as
w1 w2 w1 w2
We note that so far we have no restrictions on the parameters wr. They will come out
after imposing the conditions (2.22) for three dierent indexes.
Second, it is easy to show that the vectors with equal wr could not form a connected
graph. For example let us consider the case when there are only two non-orthogonal vectors
(say a1 and a2) such that the corresponding w's coincide: w1 = w2 and  12 6= 0. Since the
total graph should be connected (the Gram matrix is not a block diagonal matrix) there
should exist a vector (say a3) such that either  13 6= 0 or  23 6= 0 and w3 6= w1 = w2.
Then one can solve the equations (2.22) with the conditions specied above. It is easy to
see that there is a unique solution in this case and that the 33 block of the Gram matrix
formed by the vectors a1, a2 and a3 is proportional to0B@ 2 2  12 2  1
 1  1 2
1CA :
Since this argument is valid for any vector ar connected with the pair (a1;a2) such that
wr 6= w1 = w2 one immediately concludes that a1 = a2. Similar logic applies to any
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connected graph of vectors with coinciding w's. If all w's coincide, all equations (2.22)
are satised, but the solution is trivial and corresponds to the pure gauge W3(z)  @T (z).
Henceforth, we conclude that all !r must be pairwise distinct.
Now, consider all equations (2.22) for the three points. There are 8 of them: 2 for
any pair and 2 for the triple. It is easy to check that up to permutations, we have three
dierent solutions with pairwise distinct w's:
w1 w2 w3 w1 w2 w3
w1 w1 + w w1 + 2w
where w is an arbitrary parameter. We see that for any triple of connected vectors there
is a relation between w's. Namely, the parameter !r homogeneously grows: !2 = !1 + !,
!3 = !1 +2!. It is obvious that this relation forbids trivalent vertices and cycles. It means
that if the total graph is connected it should be a straight line, i.e. An graph. Similar logic
with mild modications applies to the case with fermionic roots as well.
B Exotic theories
In section 3 we described regular theories. The corresponding Gram matrices are built from
the two-point blocks 1; 3 and 5 from (2.24). General solutions also include exotic theories.
By denition, the exotic theory is dened by the graph which contains at least one dashed
line (up to the transformation (2.23)). In order to describe these general solutions it is
enough to list all three-point connected graphs with dashed lines. It is easy to see that up
to the transformation (2.23) and permutations there are 4 possible three-point graphs
BFF:
 123 =
0B@2{  { 0 {  1  1
0  1  1
1CA ; C111 = 0
C222 =
2{ + 1
6({ + 1)
(!1   !2); C333 = 1  {
6({ + 1)
(!1   !2); !3 = !2 + {{ + 1 (!1   !2) :
FBF:
 123 =
0B@ 1  { 0 { 2{  1
0  1  1
1CA ; C111 =   2{ + 1
6({ + 1)
(!1   !2)
C222 = 0; C333 =
2 + {
6({ + 1)
(!1   !2); !3 = 2!2   !1:
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FFF:
 123 =
0B@ 1  { 0 {  1  1
0  1  1
1CA ; C222 =  C111 = 2{ + 1
6({ + 1)
(!2   !3);
C333 =
1  {
6({ + 1)
(!1   !2); !3 = !2 + {{ + 1(!1   !2):
FFF0:
 123 =
0B@ 1  1 0 1  1  1
0  1  1
1CA ; C111 = 1
6
(!2 + !3   2!1) ; C222 = 1
6
(!1 + !3   2!2) ;
C333 =
1
6
(!1 + !2   2!3) :
Using these three-point blocks as well as the rules dened in section 2 one can construct
general solution.
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